Environmental Impact Statements (Outside TVA) Files

Environmental Impact Statements are written to fulfill the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 which requires all Federal Agencies to determine the impact a project will have on the environment. In the decision process the responsible Federal Agency is required to obtain review and assessment from other Federal Agencies that have expertise relating to specific area of the projects or agencies whose programs may be affected by the project.

These files consist of the draft statement, TVA comments coordinated by the Environmental Quality Staff, and the final statement. The final Environmental Impact Statement, which is received from the issuing agency, includes the response or handling of all comments. Environmental Quality Staff is responsible for routing the final statement to all TVA divisions which reviewed the draft statement.

The Environmental Impact Statements determined to have a direct impact on TVA and TVA comments on all statements have extended reference value as they are and will continue to be referenced as current and future statements.
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are evaluated by the Environmental Quality Staff.

These records are filed by the TVA Standard Classification System and the requested retention will serve all administrative reference needs.

**DISPOSITION:**

A. TVA comments on all statements—Destroy in agency when 10 years old.

B. Environmental Impact Statements:

1. Statements having a direct impact on TVA as determined by the Environmental Quality Staff—Destroy in agency when 10 years old. 
   
2. All other statements—Destroy in agency when 5 years old.